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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true about the configuration and use of Kerberos with Oracle Linux? (Choose three.) 

A. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) authentication supports Kerberos authentication. 

B. Logins that are authenticated by Kerberos must be performed while connected to the network. 

C. Network Information Service (NIS) authentication supports Kerberos authentication. 

D. Winbind authentication supports Kerberos authentication by using the Active Directory Server (ADS) security model. 

E. Winbind authentication supports Kerberos authentication by using the Domain security model. 

F. Kerberos tickets are issued by the kadmind process that is running on the admin servers in the Kerberos realm. 

Correct Answer: ACF 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the configuration requirements of an iSCSI client system. 

Which statement is correct? 

A. Installation of the iscsi-initiatir-utils package is a prerequisite for configuration of an iSCSI client. 

B. Installation of both iscsi-target-utils and iscsi-initiator-utils are prerequisites for configuration of an iSCSI client. 

C. Installation of the iscsi-target-utils package is the only prerequisite for configuration of an iSCSI client. 

D. Both the iscsi-initiator-utils package and an iSCSI host bus adapter (HBA) hardware device are prerequisites for
configuration of an iSCSI client. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E52668_01/E54669/html/ol7-s17-storage.html 

 

QUESTION 3

When you are using OCFS2, which two statements are true about Linux kernel configuration and use? 

A. kernel.panic_on_oops must be set to 1 to prevent a cluster hang. 

B. OSFS2 requires the use of the Red Hat compatible kernel. 

C. You must compile the OSFS2 module and make it available in the UEK kernel. 

D. OCFS2 requires the use of UEK3. 

E. kernel.panic must be set to 30 or higher. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement it true about a general cgroup hierarchy? 

A. Any sgroup subsystems may be mapped to any cgroup hierarchies provided that a maximum of three cgroup
subsystems are mapped to one cgroup hierarchy. 

B. A single cgroup hierarchy must have a maximum of one cgroup subsystem attached to it. 

C. A single cgroup hierarchy can have one or multiple sgroup subsystems attached to it. 

D. A single sgroup subsystem cannot be attached to miltiple cgroup hierarchies. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_enterprise_linux/6/html/
resource_management_guide/ch01 

 

QUESTION 5

While copying a file to the /users file system, which is located on /dev/sdd1, you receive an error: 

$ cp /etc/oratab /users/oracle cp: cannot create regular file `/users/oracle/oratab\\': Disk quota exceeded You examine
your assigned quota as shown: $ quota -q Disk quotas for user oracle (uid 500): 

Which option represents the reason for receiving the Disk quota exceeded error? 

A. The oracle user has reached its block quota. 

B. The oracle user exceeded its file quota five days ago. 

C. The oracle user has reached a group quota limit. 

D. The /users file system is full. 

E. The oracle user exceeded its block quota six days ago. 

Correct Answer: C 
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